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The problem we consider in this thesis is synchronization between lyric text and 
the corresponding singing voice recording. We limit the singing to the pop genre to 
make the problem managable. The recordings we consider in this problem are those 
we can obtain from ripping an off-the-shelf audio CD. The goal of synchronization is 
to compute a series of timestamps that mark where in the input audio a text entity 
starts and ends. For example, line-level synchronization means computing timestamps 
that mark the start and end times of each lyric line in the audio. In this thesis, our goal 
is to compute syllable-level synchronization assuming that we are provided with an 
accurate line-level synchronization. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Problem statement 
The problem we consider in this thesis is synchronization between lyric text and 
the corresponding singing voice recording. We limit the singing to the pop genre to 
make the problem more manageable. The recording we consider in this problem is 
such mixes that we can obtain from ripping an off-the-shelf audio CD; it is typically 
in the form of a mix that contains both singing voice and background music. 
We can usually partition a pop song into multiple sections: an intro, verses, 
choruses, a possible bridge, and an outro [Wang2004]. Each section in turn consists of 
multiple lines. Following the definition by Wang et al in [Wang2004], we define a 
line as a sequence of lyric words ended by a new line character in lyric text. 
Synchronization between lyric and singing can be defined at different levels: line, 
word, syllable, or phoneme level. The goal of synchronization is computing a series of 
timestamps that mark where in the input audio a text entity starts and ends. For 
example, line-level synchronization means computing timestamps that mark the start 
and end times of each lyric line in the audio. In this thesis, our goal is to compute 
syllable-level synchronization given an accurate line-level synchronization. Formally, 
we define the problem as follows: 
Inputs: 
• A whole pop song (singing voice mixed with background music); 
• The corresponding lyric text with the following annotations: 
o Section type to which each line belongs; 
o Start and end times of each line. 
Output: timestamps that mark when in the input audio each lyric syllable starts. 
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1.2 Assumptions 
To simplify the problem further, we make the following assumptions about lyric 
text and transcription of line-level alignment: 
1. Lyric words are accurate. That is, they are the exact transcription of what is 
sung in the input audio. 
2. Line-level timestamps are accurate. That is, the given start time of a line is 
assumed to mark the start time of the first word of that line. 
3. Lyric words in line-level are accurate. That is, for each lyric line, only 
words in the text are sung in the audio portion marked by the start and end 
times of that line. 
To understand the second and third assumptions, consider Figure 1. At the upper 
portion, we have the input lyric text with transcription of line-level alignment (start 
and end times of each lyric line). The lower portion shows the waveform of input 
audio. The arrows illustrate how we extract the audio segment of one lyric line from 
the given start and end times. The shaded rectangles with lyric words below the 
waveform of input audio represents the words sung in the audio and their approximate 
start times. The line we consider in this example is “Super Trouper beams are gonna 
blind me” from the song Super Trouper by ABBA. 
The second assumption means that the start time of the line–in this case at 81.106 
seconds into the input audio–is considered to be the start of “Super,” the first word in 
the line. This is illustrated in Figure 1 by the shaded box for “Super” starting at 
81.106 s. 
The third assumption means that between 81.106 s and 85.2 s–the given start and 
end times of the line we are considering–the input audio contains the singing of 
exactly “Super Trouper beams are gonna blind me” and no other  lyric words. 
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Figure 1. Assumptions about transcription of line-level alignment 
1.3 Motivation 
One motivation for this problem is a karaoke-like sing-along application. With the 
popularity of portable music player, this application has a large potential in the 
consumer market. In [Furini2004] Furini and Alboresi describe a framework to embed 
lyric and timestamps inside a MP3 file with a sing-along application in mind.1 Users 
can easily find pop music lyrics on the Web. If we can devise a method to allow users 
to automatically compute such timestamps, such sing-along application will be 
practical. 
Kurth et al describe another application called SyncPlayer in [Kurth2005]. 
SyncPlayer is a system for multimodal presentation of music content. For example, 
the system can show the progress of a music piece in piano roll visualization as well 
as its lyric. Such visualization requires an automated method to compute 
synchronization between a music piece and its lyric text to cope with the increasing 
volume of available music. Another component of SyncPlayer is information 
                                                 
1 They, however, do not describe how to obtain the timestamps. 
Start End Lyric words 
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retrieval–it allows users to retrieve a music piece by typing its lyric as a query. 
Information retrieval is another motivation for this work. 
1.4 Research Focus 
Most existing works on generic synchronization problem accepts that dynamic 
programming is the appropriate framework for this problem. However, past works on 
synchronizing lyrics and singing voice focus on acoustic models [Loscos1999, 
Fujihara2006], enhancing singing voice in input audio [Chi2006, Fujihara2006], and 
detecting vocal frames [Wang2004, Chen2006, Chi2006, Fujihara2006]. Works that 
focus on dynamic programming aim for modification such that it can be used for real-
time applications [Dannenberg1984, Loscos1999, Dixon2005]. In this thesis, our 
focus is constraining the search to be solved by dynamic programming as much as 
possible in order to improve synchronization quality. 
Another aspect of our focus is to achieve synchronization at syllable granularity. 
Most existing works on lyric synchronization aim for synchronization at line 
granularity [Wang2004, Chi2006, Fujihara2006]. Even though there are works that 
achieve phoneme-level synchronization [Loscos1999, Chen2006], they start with a 
whole song as the search space and thus has larger synchronization error. In this thesis, 
we assume that human-generated line-level time transcription is practical. Thus, the 
search space we consider is much smaller. The focus is to achieve better 
synchronization quality. Preliminary results of this work was published in 
[Iskandar2006]. 
1.5 Contributions 
We will now briefly describe the shortcomings of existing works to describe the 
contribution of this thesis. Chapter 2 will describe related works more thoroughly.  
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[Loscos1999] assumes clean singing voice input. This assumption clearly does not 
hold for pop music recordings, in which singing voice is mixed with music 
accompaniment. [Wang2004, Chi2006, and Fujihara2006] aim for line-level 
granularity of synchronization, which needs further refinement for applications related 
to singing. Finally, [Chen2006] use only 6 songs for their experiment. We believe that 
experiment with larger dataset is more appropriate. 
In this thesis, we report our work that achieves the following: 
• Applicable to signal that we can obtain directly from commercial music CDs; 
• Synchronization at phoneme level; 
• Test the method using a dataset that is large enough in terms of song count and 
music style variety. This way, we can obtain meaningful study from our 
experiment. 
1.6 Thesis Outline 
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews past works on 
synchronization problem and ends with explanation of how the focus in this thesis 
differs from existing works. Chapter 3 describes the system proposed in this work and 
how each component works. Chapter 4 and chapter 5 provide an elaboration of the 
components we are focusing in this thesis, local and global constraints to dynamic 
programming. Chapter 6 discusses additional components that are natural to add in 
our system but we did not have time to investigate properly. Chapter 7 describes 
experiments we carried out to validate each component in our system. Finally, chapter 




2. Literature Survey 
2.1 Speech Processing 
In speech processing, the synchronization problem is considered to index 
recordings of broadcast news or meetings [Hauptmann1995, Wactlar1996, 
Whitbrock1996, Hauptmann1997]. In these scenarios, human-generated text 
transcription is often available in the form of closed caption or meeting minutes. The 
indexing problem can thus be solved by synchronizing transcription text to the audio. 
The main difficulty in such synchronization is the potential inaccuracy of 
transcription text. The transcription text is manually typed by human, thus there are 
human factors that may affect the transcription. The transcriber may omit certain 
words, rephrase long sentences or incorrectly transcribe words [Placeway1996]. 
Another difficulty is the fact that the input audio recording is potentially long, around 
30 minute long for news and possibly hours long for meeting recordings. The solution 
in most works is to cut the long audio into shorter segments [Hauptmann1998, 
Moreno1998, Johnson2000]. 
It is worth noting that different application scenarios lead to different approaches 
to the alignment problem. In [Roy1997] Roy and Malamud describe a system to allow 
retrieval from hundreds of hours of audio recording from the United States House of 
Representatives. In this case, the speakers are allowed to edit the transcripts, making 
transcripts often significantly different from the spoken words in the audio. This 
makes it difficult to use speech recognition system to align the audio and text 
transcript. Instead, they use speaker-based approach because the text transcript 
includes all speaker transitions. First they build acoustic models for each of the 435 
speakers. The feature set used is 12 cepstral coefficients, the model is Gaussian model. 
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Thus, the alignment problem is finding the optimal speaker sequence given the 
observed sequence of feature vectors from the input audio. Note that because the 
recorded audio is hundreds of hours long, alignment error in the order of tens of 
seconds still provides a reasonable indexing. 
In [VanThong2002] Van Thong et al describes the Speechbot, as system to index 
multimedia data available on the Web. They concentrate on indexing speech content, 
such as radio shows, news shows, and conference recordings. The greatest difficulty 
in this application scenario is the loose constraint on the content. Radio shows are 2 to 
4 hours long and do not have transcription. In this case, speech recognition is 
employed to generate transcription. In the case that transcription is available, the 
system must decide if the transcription is accurate or only approximate. The system 
first attempts to align transcription to the audio. If the alignment fails, then the system 
decides that the transcription is inaccurate and uses a method similar to 
[Placeway1996] to index the audio. Other issues are transcoding, updating of the 
index (the system does not keep the audio, it only keeps links to the original 
document), and scaling up with demand. 
To summarize, the nature of application considered determines the level of 
applicable constraints and very much affects how appropriate different approaches are. 
2.2 Music Processing 
In music processing, the synchronization problem is a sub problem in the problem 
of accompanying a solo performer 2  in real time [Dannenberg1984, Vercoe1984, 
                                                 
2  Depending on the instrument used, the performance can be monophonic (e.g. violin, flute) or 
polyphonic (e.g. piano, guitar). 
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Vercoe1985]3. The computer needs to keep track at which point in the score the 
performance is currently playing in order to synthesize the appropriate 
accompaniment. It is worth noting that other than instrumental performances, there is 
interest in vocal performances in score following problem [Puckette1995, Grubb1997, 
Grubb1998, Cano1999]. The natural extension of score following problem is to 
consider polyphonic music [OrioDechelle2001, OrioSchwarz2001, Dannenberg2003, 
Hu2003, Soulez2003, Turetsky2003, Muller2004]. The problem of polyphony, 
however, has not been completely solved [Orio2003]. In contrast to synchronization 
works in speech processing, most score following methods are rule-based methods. 
Later, more works are done using stochastic methods [Grubb1997, Raphael1999, 
Cano1999]. 
Analogous to speech indexing, difficulties in score following arise from potential 
mismatch between the score and the actual performance. Some events may not be 
written in the score and the performer may perform differently from the score as a 
form of musical expression. The synchronization method must be robust to such 
differences. In [OrioDechelle2001] Orio and Dechelle handle this by defining 
different hidden Markov model topologies to explicitly model three classes of 
mismatch: wrong notes, extra notes, and skipped notes. In [Turetsky2003] Turetsky 
and Ellis define 2 sets of local constraint for dynamic programming, which they refer 
to as “unconstrained”– that is capable of bypassing segments in which mismatches 
occur–and “greedy”–that produces smooth alignment when the performance matches 
the score. They handle score-performance mismatch by computing 2-pass dynamic 
programming. In the first pass, they use “unconstrained” local constraint and detect 
                                                 
3  Orio keeps an informal overview of works in score following from 1984 to 2000 at 
http://recherche.ircam.fr/equipes/temps-reel/suivi/internal/notes.2000.11/papers.html 
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mismatch regions using median filter. Finally, they compute a second pass dynamic 
programming on regions in which mismatch is not detected using “greedy” local 
constraint. In general, there are at least two major difficulties in synchronization 
problem for music: those related to tempo and lack of reliability in pitch feature 
extraction. 
2.2.1 Difficulties related to tempo 
Music tempo is a relative measure of time. It is widely accepted that tempo is 
constant only for a short term and there is always slight tempo variations through a 
performance. Thus some works explicitly approximate local tempo [Vercoe1985, 
Grubb1997, Grubb1998]. Another difficulty lies in the uncertainty of event sequence. 
Even a human performer intends two notes to start simultaneously they are likely to 
start at different times in the implementation level where analysis is done in the order 
of milliseconds. This phenomenon arises difficulty in polyphonic performances 
because note events in the performance are likely to be in a different sequence than 
that written in the score [Dannenberg1984]. 
2.2.2 Difficulties inherent in feature extraction 
Most works in score following rely on pitch feature. However, pitch detection is 
inherently erroneous. Thus, there is an additional uncertainty whether a mismatch 
between the pitch detected from performance and the pitch from score is caused by an 
error in pitch detection or by actual difference between the performance and the score. 
2.3 Singing Voice to Lyric Synchronization 
Finally, the works that are the closest to this thesis are on lyric-vocal alignment 
[Loscos1999, Wang2004, Chen2006, Chi2006, Fujihara2006].  
In [Loscos1999], Loscos et al focus on low-delay implementation of the Viterbi 
algorithm for synchronization between pure singing voice (without background 
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music) to the corresponding lyric text. Their work is an exploration in applying 
phoneme recognition techniques widely used in speech processing to singing voice. 
The main difficulty they face is the fact that there is significantly small training data 
available for singing voice. They handle this by using discrete distribution hidden 
Markov models (HMM), in which each HMM models a phoneme using 3-state, left-
to-right model. 
In [Wang2004], Wang et al focus on using music knowledge and music processing 
to achieve line-level synchronization between lyric text and singing voice in a pop 
music piece–that is, the input signal is a mix of singing voice and background music. 
First, they find the boundaries of chorus sections by detecting repetitions in the input 
audio. They translate the chorus boundaries into section-level synchronization by 
assuming that the input music follows the format of Verse-Chorus-Verse-Chorus-
Outro. Next, they carry out a second-pass processing to achieve line-level alignment. 
They define a line to be the portion of input signal that corresponds to one line in lyric 
text. The second-pass involves two steps. First, they remove non-vocal segments 
using HMM as vocal/non-vocal classifier. Finally, they find the best correspondence 
between the remaining vocal segments and each line of lyric text. They define the best 
correspondence to be that which minimizes the difference between actual duration in 
the signal and duration approximated from lyric text. 
In [Chen2006] Chen et al applies speech recognition technique to synchronize lyric 
text to singing with background music. As off-line preparation step, they train a set of 
HMMs to model the acoustic characteristics of phonemes from speech. To minimize 
the mismatch between training data (speech recordings) and testing data (recordings 
of singing voice mixed with background music), they then employ maximum 
likelihood linear regression method (MLLR) to adapt the model to music data. When 
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presented with input lyric text and audio signal, their system first removes non-vocal 
segments using Gaussian mixture model as vocal/non-vocal classifier. Then, the 
system synchronizes the vocal segment of the signal with the lyrics text using the 
trained HMMs. 
In [Chi2006] Chi et al considers the synchronization problem for Cantonese pop 
songs. They first enhance singing voice from input audio based on the assumption that 
singing voice is panned at the centre in stereo mixing. Then, they remove non-vocal 
frames using neural network. Finally, they synchronize the vocal segments from audio 
and the lyric text using dynamic programming. However, they do not use a trained 
model; instead, they use two feature sets: pitch and temporal distance between 
consecutive vocal segments. Pitch features can be extracted from lyric text using a 
tonal mapping used in Cantonese language. The assumptions behind the alignment are 
(1) Cantonese is a tonal language and thus lyric words are set according tonality rules; 
and (2) there is a longer silence between 2 lines then the silence in one line. The first 
assumption limits the applicability of their method to tonal languages only. 
In [Fujihara2006] Fujihara et al applies speech recognition system to synchronize 
Japanese pop songs to their lyrics. First, they remove background music from the 
audio by estimating vocal harmonic structure. Next, they remove non-vocal audio 
segments from the pre-processed audio using HMM. Finally, they compute 
synchronization between vocal segment and lyric text using HMMs. They train the 
HMMs using clean speech and then adapt the HMMs in 3 steps. First, they adapt 
speech models using pure singing voice recordings to obtain acoustic models of pure 
singing voice. Next, they adapt the pure singing voice model to pre-processed signals. 
This step is necessary because background music removal is not perfect, pre-
processed signal is different from pure singing voice. Finally, on receiving every input 
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audio, they adapt the pre-processed singing voice model from the second step to the 
input music using unsupervised method. 
2.4 Singing Recognition 
There are a few works on the more difficult problem of singing voice recognition 
[Wang2003, Sasou2005, Hosoya2005]. In general, the recognition problem is more 
difficult than the alignment problem because in recognition problem we do not know 
the lyric text. As we will see below, works on singing voice recognition attempts to 
constrain the problem as much as possible to make it easier to solve. 
For historical reasons, synchronization problem is referred to as “forced 
alignment” in speech processing 4 . The main difference between the alignment 
problem and speech recognition problem is the availability of transcription text. The 
main output of a speech recognition system is the transcription text. Timestamps that 
mark the beginning and end times of each recognized word or phoneme are often 
considered as secondary output. In alignment problem, it is assumed that the text 
transcription is available. What we are interested in this problem is the timestamps 
that mark when each word in the input text is spoken in the input audio. Because the 
search space of alignment problem is much smaller than that of recognition problem, 
the alignment problem is easier to solve. 
In [Sasou2005] Sasou et al focus on alleviating the weaknesses of linear prediction 
method and Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) as features in voice analysis. 
They propose using Auto-Regressive hidden Markov model (AR-HMM) to extract 
feature from voice signals. To show the effectiveness of extracted feature, they use it 
                                                 
4  In this thesis, we will abbreviate “forced alignment” as “alignment” and use the terms 
“synchronization” and “alignment” interchangeably. 
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in a singing voice recognition experiment. They use 12 Japanese pop songs from 
RWC Music Database [Goto2004]. Note that they use pure singing voice signals from 
these 12 songs. Their method achieves 85% correct word recognition rate (around 
5.7% improvement compared to MFCC) and 21.6% recognition error rate (around 
3.5% error reduction compared to MFCC). 
In [Hosoya2005], Hosoya et al considers the problem of singing recognition in the 
context of querying a music database (the music information retrieval problem). In 
addition to using only the melody content in a query, they aim to use the lyric 
information as well, hence the need to recognize lyric words. The idea is to constrain 
the language grammar model used in recognition process. They assume that what the 
user sings as a query is a part of at least one song in the database. Hence, instead of 
the usual trigram language model, the proposed method uses all song lyrics in the 
database to form an allowable grammar. This reduces the search space and thus 
improves word recognition accuracy. They also use pure singing voice without 
background music in their experiment. Their system achieves 86% correct word 
recognition rate (improvement of 37.8% compared to using trigram language model 
without model adaptation). They later extend this work to combine the use of melody 
and lyric information is user query and show that this combination improves retrieval 
accuracy [Suzuki2006]. The complete description of their system can be found in 
their journal article [Suzuki2007]. 
2.5 In This Thesis 
Most alignment works use a form of dynamic programming (DP) as the basic 
search algorithm. If we consider past works on the problem of synchronizing singing 
voice with the corresponding lyric text (see Table 1), none focuses on constraining DP 
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search to improve alignment quality. The focus of this thesis is providing as many 
constraints as possible to DP search in order to improve alignment performance. 
Table 1. Summary of past works in synchronizing singing voice to lyric text 
System Input signal Alignment level Focus 
[Loscos1999] Clean singing voice Phoneme-level • Training model with limited 
data; 
• Low-delay alignment. 
[Wang2004] Pop music (singing 
voice mixed with 
background music) 
Line-level • Using musical knowledge in 
alignment; 
• Vocal detection. 
[Chen2006] Pop music Phoneme-level • Using speech processing 
technique to singing voice; 
• Vocal detection. 
[Chi2006] Cantonese pop music Line-level • Using language tonality in 
alignment; 
• Vocal enhancement. 
[Fujihara2006] Pop music Line-level • Vocal enhancement; 
• Model adaptation. 
We assume that line-level alignment is given as input. This assumption can be 
justified by existing works that automatically compute line-level alignment. In 
addition, there are hobbyists who are willing to manually annotate the start time of 
lyric lines and make their annotation available on the Internet. We make it our goal in 
this thesis to refine alignment granularity from line-level to syllable level. 
Finally, we using training-based method. Our motivation in adopting this method is 
the success of data-driven methods in various research fields such as speech 
recognition and machine translation. 
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3. System Description 
 
Figure 2. Basic system diagram 
Figure 2 shows block diagram of our basic system. Our system works as follows. 
First, we build acoustic models of English phonemes off-line. On receiving input 
audio signal and lyric text, we start the on-line procedure. First, we construct a hidden 
Markov model sequence based on input lyric. Next, we extract features from the input 
audio. We then use Viterbi algorithm to compute the optimal alignment between the 
HMM sequence and the sequence of feature vectors. Note that Figure 2 illustrates 
only the on-line phase of our system. We will now describe the components in more 
detail. 
3.1 Feature Extraction 
We are considering the problem of synchronizing lyric text to singing voice. Thus, 
it is natural to employ acoustic features that capture phonetic characteristics of the 
audio signal instead of, for example, its pitch or timbre. More specifically, we are 
interested in the formant structure rather than harmonic structure. Thus, we choose to 











MFCC vectors HMMs 
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reasoning behind this choice is the success of MFCC in speech processing. There are 
only few studies that investigate the applicability of MFCC in music processing 
[Logan2000, Sigurdsson2006]; but the conclusions in the two works suggest that 
MFCC is an appropriate feature set in music processing problem. There may be other 
feature variants–such as linear prediction cepstral coefficients (LPCC)–that are found 
to be more optimum for certain applications than MFCC., We adopt MFCC without 
extensive investigation to such variants because it is not the focus in this research. 
In our implementation we first downsample the input audio into a mono signal at 
11 KHz sampling rate before any feature extraction is done. We use 39-dimensional 
vector as features. The vector is the concatenation of 13 coefficients, 13 delta 
coefficients, and 13 delta delta coefficients. The 13 coefficients consist of 12 Mel-
scaled cepstral coefficients and 1 energy coefficient. In extracting the feature vectors, 
we use 25 ms frames with frame shift of 10 ms. We apply Hamming window to the 
frame before computing the cepstral coefficients. We also perform cepstral mean 
normalization as an attempt to compensate for different recording conditions. 
3.2 Model Training and Adaptation 
We extract feature vectors to capture the acoustic characteristics that can be used to 
distinguish different phonemes in input audio. Now we need a model to distinguish 
different phonemes given the acoustic characteristics captured by the feature vectors. 
Because phoneme articulation in singing changes with time, we need a model that is 
able to model the formant structure and its temporal evolution. Hidden Markov model 
is a natural choice given its success in speech processing. 
Using hidden Markov model requires us to obtain sufficient training data to 
estimate the model parameters. As mentioned in past works, currently there is no pure 
singing voice data available for model training. As a compromise, we first build an 
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acoustic model using speech data. Then, we carry out model adaptation using limited 
singing voice data (mixed with background music). 
More concretely, we use a set of 39 phonemes as defined in CMU Pronouncing 
Dictionary [Weide1995]. We use context-sensitive phoneme models (triphone 
models) in which a phoneme is modeled using 3-state, left-to-right HMM, as 
illustrated in Figure 3. The circles represent a HMM state, while the arrows represent 
allowed transitions. The two shaded states at extreme left and extreme right are 
dummy states; they are added so that we can concatenate multiple phoneme HMMs to 
form the HMM for a word and a sentence. 
 
Figure 3. Hidden Markov model topology 
Acoustically similar states are grouped such that they share the same set of model 
parameters 5 . This way, we compute a more reliable parameter estimate by 
accumulating more observation data. 
For model adaptation, we use maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR). 
MLLR computes a set of linear transformations that will reduce the mismatch 
between an initial model set and the adaptation data [Young2005 Chapter 9]. We 
construct a regression class tree to group acoustically similar models to allow us to 
transform similar models in a similar way. The idea is estimating transformations for 
models for which we do not have adaptation data based on adaptation data for other 
models in the same group. 
                                                 
5 This is usually referred to as “state tying”. 
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3.3 HMM Sequence Construction 
Availability of transcription is the main difference between recognition and 
alignment problems. We can see them as the same problem of aligning 2 streams, 
only with different amount of constraint. On one extreme, we have the least 
constrained search problem–even less constrained than speech recognition–in which 
any sequence of phonemes is a possible solution. This problem is referred to as 
phoneme recognition and is used in automatic language identification from speech 
[Zissman1996, Li2005]. 
Speech recognition adds linguistic constraints to the problem. First, we are only 
interested in phoneme sequences that make up meaningful words; we do not want 
meaningless words. Second, not all word sequences make sense in a language; we do 
not want word sequences that do no make sense. We can enforce these constraints 
using a grammar network and a dictionary table. The grammar network defines which 
word sequences are allowed; then the dictionary table maps each word into phonemes. 
One potential problem using such constraints is out of vocabulary words (OOV), 
words that are not found in the dictionary table or grammar network. This problem 
arises because language is not static, continuous use introduces new words. 
The next constraint is assuming that we know the sequence of words–that is, we 
have the transcription. This problem is usually called forced alignment. In this 
problem, we only need the dictionary table to map each transcription word into 
phonemes. The potential problem with this new constraint is the potential inaccuracy 
in transcription text. If we see the transcription as a grammar, we can understand this 
problem as out-of-vocabulary problem. 
For the same audio input, the 3 problems described above–phoneme recognition, 
speech recognition, and forced alignment–are related as illustrated in Figure 4. The 
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search space for phoneme recognition covers all possible phoneme sequences, 
including nonsensical sequences such as /kukumukupopototo/. 
 
Figure 4. Relationship of search space for phoneme recognition, speech 
recognition, and forced alignment problems 
The search space for speech recognition is smaller. Not considered are nonsensical 
phoneme sequences as well as word sequences that do not follow the defined 
grammar. For example, for speech recognition problem for English language and 
grammar, the phoneme sequence /kukumukupopototo/ is never considered as a 
possible word because there is no such word in English vocabulary. Similarly, the 
word sequence “base to are all your belong us” is never considered possible because it 
does not follow English grammar. 
Finally, the search space for forced alignment is even smaller because the word 
sequence is fixed; which implies that phoneme sequence is also fixed. The search 
space consists of cases that differ in terms of how long a segment of the input audio is 
assigned to different transcription words. 
For the problem we consider in this thesis, the lyric text acts as our transcription. 
We assume that the input lyric is accurate; thus we do not propose any solution to 
ensure its accuracy. Knees et al describe an approach to remedy lyric inaccuracy by 







focus is automatic retrieval of lyrics from the Web, another problem that we do not 
consider in this thesis. 
To summarize, input lyric defines the phoneme sequence we expect to hear in the 
input audio. We use CMU Pronouncing Dictionary [Weide1995] to map a word to its 
constituent phonemes. Based on the resulting phoneme sequence, we can construct a 
sequence of hidden Markov models that we will use to compute the optimal alignment 
between input lyric and audio. This construction can be done easily because there is a 
one-to-one mapping from phoneme to HMM–we simply use phoneme identity to pick 
the appropriate HMM. This construction process is illustrated in Figure 5. 
Lyric text: Super Trouper beams are gonna blind me 
Phoneme sequence: S UW P ER  T R UW P ER  B IY M Z  AA R  G AA N AH  B L AY N D  M IY 
HMM sequence: 
 
Figure 5. Constructing HMM sequence from input lyric text. Each rounded 
square is a three-state left-to-right HMM which models a phoneme. “sp” is the 
HMM for short pause and “sil” is the HMM for silence 
Note that we insert a short pause model “sp” at the end of each lyric word to model 
the possibility that the singer stops briefly after singing a word. It is also possible that 
UW S P ER sp 
T R UW P ER sp 
sil 
B IY M Z sp 
AA R sp 
G AA N AH sp 
B L AY N D sp 
M IY sp 
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the singer does not stop between two words, thus we define the transitions to allow 
skipping a short pause model. In addition, we insert a silence model “sil” at the end of 
one lyric line. The goal is to model portion at the end of a line in which the singer 
stops singing. Note that each model in Figure 5 consists of three states as illustrated in 
Figure 3. 
3.4 Constrainted Dynamic Time Warping 
The system we describe thus far is the basic methodology of HMM-based 
alignment used in speech processing. We now introduce additional constraints to 
dynamic time warping: discretizing time, local constraint, and global constraint. 
 































3.4.1 Discretizing time 
A singer has to follow the music score when he sings. He can improvise to a 
certain extent–sustaining a note longer than what the score says and make a note 
shorter to vary the local rhythm–but the score requires him to sing according to a 
rhythm. This is very different from speech, in which a speaker is not constrained 
rhythmically–he can choose a rhythm and change it as much as he wants as he speaks. 
More concretely, there is a pre-defined set of durations allowed in music theory, as 
Table 2 lists; whereas there is no such rule in speech. The name of a duration reflects 
the relative length of that duration compared to other durations. For example, 1/2 note 
() has half the duration of a whole note (n), and twice the duration of a 1/4 note (). It 
follows that the duration of a whole note (n) is four times the duration of a 1/4 note (). 
In this thesis, we will use the term, say, “1/4 note” to mean the duration of 1/4 note, 
the term “1/8 note” to mean the duration of 1/8 note, etc. 
Table 2. List of note durations according to music theory 
Symbol Name 
n Semibreve or whole note 
 c Minim or 1/2 note 
 d Crotchet or 1/4 note 
¥ e Quaver or 1/8 note 
¦ f Semiquaver or 1/16 note 
§ g Demi-semiquaver or 1/32 note 
 
We assume that the shortest possible duration of a note in pop music is 1/16 note. 
This way, the highest time resolution we consider is 1/16 note instead of 10 ms (frame 
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shift when computing MFCC vectors)6. We can see this as discretizing time from 
steps of 10 ms to a larger steps of 1/16 note. 
In reality human singer do not sing a note exactly as dictated by music score. 
Therefore, discretizing time this way will introduce quantization error. We argue that 
hidden Markov model is robust enough to handle the quantization error. 
In the process of adding lyric words to a tune, a syllable is generally assigned to 
one note7. The alignment problem we consider can thus be seen as follows. Based on 
rhythmic constraint we divide the input audio into TimeUnits, where a TimeUnit is 
equivalent to 1/16 note. For each syllable in input lyric, we want to find the optimal 
number of TimeUnits to assign to it. The search space is smaller than finding the 
optimal number of MFCC vectors to assign to each syllable. 
To do this, we modify the dynamic time warping such that the transition from the 
last HMM state in one syllable to the first HMM state in the next syllable to coincide 
with a TimeUnit boundary. Instead of using computing the alignment between one 
line of lyric text and its corresponding input audio segment in one pass, we compute 
the alignment in two passes. In the first pass, we align one syllable from the lyric to 
an audio segment of which length is an integer multiple of 1/16 note. We call this the 
local alignment step (see Figure 6). In the second pass, we compute the optimal 
number of TimeUnits to assign to each lyric syllable (the DP search block in Figure 6). 
This modification does not change the complexity of the problem; we only enforce 
fewer points at which syllable start can occur. 
                                                 
6 The actual duration of 1/16 note varies from song to song as different song has a different tempo. The 
average duration from 20 songs in our database is 137.90 ms. 
7 There is an exception in which a syllable is assigned to multiple notes tied together, but it does not 
render our reasoning invalid. 
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We do this by (1) grouping MFCC frames into TimeUnits such that a TimeUnit has 
a duration of n * 1/16 note, where n is an integer and 1 ≤ n ≤ 28, 8 (2) grouping 
HMMs according to syllables, and (3) computing local alignments between a syllable 
and a TimeUnit. 
3.4.1.1 Grouping MFCC frames into TimeUnits 
The goal of this step is to group MFCC vectors into TimeUnits such that the 
duration of a TimeUnit is an integer multiple of 1/16 note. Thus, we first need to 
compute the actual duration of 1/16 note in seconds for each input music. To do this, 
we use Shenoy’s method to compute inter beat interval [Shenoy2005]9. Based on our 
assumption that the time signature of the input music is 4/4, the computed inter beat 
interval is equivalent to 1/4 note10. We then calculate the duration of 1/16 note as a 
quarter of the inter beat interval. 
Next we group MFCC frames into TimeUnits. Let us consider a concrete scenario 
to describe how we compute the grouping. Figure 7 shows the scenario in which the 
duration of TimeUnits is exactly 1/16 note.  The white boxes represent MFCC frames. 
Note that the duration of each MFCC frame is 25 ms and the frame shift is 10 ms. In 
general, 1/16 note will not be an integer multiple of 10 ms. For the purpose of this 
illustration, let us say that the actual duration of 1/16 note is 57 ms. Thus, the 
boundaries of TimeUnits are given by the red dashed lines. 
                                                 
8 We assume that the longest duration allowed by musical notation is .. or 1.75 whole note. This is 
equivalent to 28 * 1/16 note. 
9 Note that this method assumes that tempo is fixed throughout the input music. 
10 The meaning of 4/4 time signature is as follows. The upper “4” means that there are 4 beats in a bar; 
the lower “4” signifies that each beat has the duration of a 1/4 note. It follows that the duration of 1/4 
note is equal to a quarter of bar duration. 
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Figure 7. A scenario of grouping MFCC frames into TimeUnits in which 
actual duration of 1/16 note is 57 ms 
It is easy to see that MFCC frames 1, 2, 3, and 4 belong to TimeUnit1. However, 
what about frames 5 and 6 that cross the boundary between TimeUnit1 and 
TimeUnit2?  Which TimeUnit do they belong to? We use the following rule in our 
decision: MFCC frame i belongs to TimeUnitm if and only if its center point lies 
within TimeUnitm. More formally, we write: 
MFCC frame i belongs to TimeUnitm if and only if (m-1)*L ≤ ((i-1)*10 + 12.5) < 
m*L, where L is the duration of a TimeUnit. 
Hence, for the scenario of Figure 7, MFCC frame 5 belongs to TimeUnit1 and 
frame 6 belongs to TimeUnit2. Further, we use the center point of the first MFCC 
vector in a TimeUnit to represent the start time of that TimeUnit. Thus, we can 
summarize grouping result for Figure 7 as follows. 
Table 3. Summary of grouping result for the scenario described in Figure 7 
TimeUnit index Member MFCC frames Start time 
1 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 12.5 ms 
2 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 62.5 ms 
3 12, 13, 14, 15 122.5 ms 
We can extend this procedure to the general case in which the duration of a 
TimeUnit is n * 1/16 note, n is an integer. 
3.4.1.2 Grouping HMMs according to syllables 
Without time discretization we compute an optimal alignment between one line of 
lyric text and the corresponding audio. With respect to lyric text, this requires us to 
TimeUnit3 TimeUnit2TimeUnit1

















construct a HMM sequence that represent one lyric line to use in alignment 
computation. With time discretization, what we compute is local alignment between 
one lyric syllable and a possible corresponding audio. Hence, we construct a HMM 
sequence that represent one lyric syllable. 
Lyric text: Super Trouper beams are gonna blind me 
Syllable sequence: Su per Troup er beams are gon na blind me 
Grouped phoneme 
sequence: 
<S UW> <P ER>  <T R UW P> <ER>  <B IY M Z>  <AA R>  <G AA N> <AH>  
<B L AY N D>  <M IY> 
HMM sequences: 
 
Figure 8. Grouping HMMs according to syllables 
Figure 8 illustrates the steps we take to group HMMs according to syllables. 
Compared to Figure 5, there is an additional step to map a lyric word to its constituent 
syllables. We do this by manually constructing an additional word-to-syllable 
dictionary. The syllabification problem seems to be an ongoing research topic; we 
approximate syllabification by using a fixed mapping as defined in dictionary.com 
[Lexico]. Note that such fixed mapping is just an approximation. In music, the same 
lyric word can be syllabified differently in different songs depending on the rhythm. 
For example, the word “blessed” is syllabified as “blessed” in Elton John’s Blessed, 
but syllabified as “bless.ed” in Louis Armstrong’s Wonderful World. Such a case is 
exceptional rather than general, so we deem fixed mapping to be acceptable. 
UW S P ER sp 
T R UW P ER sp 
B IY M Z sp AA R sp 
G AA N AH sp 
B L AY N D sp M IY sp 
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The mapping from a syllable to its constituent phonemes is done by another 
dictionary, also manually constructed based on CMU Pronouncing Dictionary. 
3.4.1.3 Computing local alignment between a syllable and a 
TimeUnit 
Next, for each pair of TimeUnit and syllable HMM, we compute local alignment 
using Viterbi decoding. 
3.4.2 Local alignment (Viterbi decoding) 
At this point, input audio is represented by a sequence of MFCC vectors while 
lyric text is represented by a sequence of HMMs. What we need to compute is the 
best transition times from one model to the next given input sequence of MFCC 
vectors as observation. We define “best transition times” as the sequence of transition 
times made by HMM sequence M = <M1M2…Mp> in order to for it to generate input 
MFCC sequence X = <X1X2…Xn>with the greatest probability, where p is the 
number of phonemes in lyric and n is the number of MFCC vectors extracted from the 
audio segment. HMM framework provides the mathematical formulation to compute 
P(X|M), the probability that the HMM sequence M generates MFCC sequence X. 
Hence, the best transition times can be computed using dynamic time warping. 
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Figure 9. Illustration of dynamic time warping 
Figure 9 illustrates an on-going dynamic time warping. At the X-axis is the 
sequence of HMM states constructed from the lyric; at Y-axis is the sequence of 
MFCC vectors extracted from input audio. The circles represent values that we have 
computed. In this case, the value at the black circle is 
P(X1X2X3X4X5|M1.s1M1.s2M1.s3M2.s1), the probability that the sequence of HMM 
states <M1.s1M1.s2M1.s3M2.s1> generates the observed sequence of MFCC vectors 
<X1X2X3X4X5>, where Mi.sj represents the j-th state in HMMi. Values at other circles 
can be interpreted in a similar manner. The arrows represent the optimal alignment 
computed thus far. In this case, the transition from the first phoneme (modeled by the 


















When the computation finishes to fill up the whole 2D grid, the value at the upper-
right corner of the grid is the probability that the model sequence M = 
<M1M2M3…Mp>, defined by the phoneme sequence in one lyric line, generates the 
sequence of MFCC vectors X = <X1X2X3…Xn> extracted from the input audio 
corresponding to the lyric line. By keeping track of the transitions we made during the 
computation, we can recover the optimal alignment. 
3.4.3 Dynamic Time Warping 
 
Figure 10. Aligning TimeUnits and syllables using Dynamic Time Warping 
Finally, as Figure 6 shows, we compute a second dynamic time warping alignment 
(DTW) between TimeUnits and syllable HMMs. DTW is an instance of dynamic 
programming that computes the optimal alignment between two time series U = u1, u2, 
u3, …, um and V = v1, v2, v3, …, vn. In our case, the two time series are syllable model 
 0   1 
Syllable model sequence U 
0 
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sequence and TimeUnit sequence. Let U be the syllable model sequence and V be the 
TimeUnit sequence. 
• Optimality is usually defined by a distance measure or a similarity measure 
between an element iu U∈  and an element jv V∈ . In our case, optimality is 
defined by the probability P(vj|ui) that the model ui generates the MFCC vectors 
in TimeUnit vj. 
• An alignment is a sequence W = W1, W2, W3, …, Wl where Wk is a pair (ik, jk). A 
pair ( , )i j W∈  means that ui is aligned to vj. An alignment W is associated with 
the path probability P(W): 
1





P W P v u
=
=∏   (1) 
• The optimal alignment Wo is the alignment that maximizes the path probability 
P(Wo). 
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 (3) 
The alignment path W is subjected to the following generic constraints: 
• Bounds: W1 = (1, 1) and Wl = (m, n), where m and n are respectively 
number of syllables and number of TimeUnits in one lines. 
• Monotonicity: ik+1 ≥ ik for 1 ≤ k ≤ m-1 and jk+1 ≥ jk for 1 ≤ k ≤ n-1. 
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3.4.4 Local constraint 
Note length is not distributed evenly in music. Certain note length are allowed and 
thus more likely to occur than others (e.g. 1/2 note is more likely that 1/5 note, 1/4 
note is more likely than 5/8 note, 1/8 note is more likely that 3/16 note, etc). Based on 
this knowledge, we can use a set of weights to bias dynamic time warping to favor 
note lengths that are more likely to occur. 
We will discuss local constraint further in chapter 4. 
3.4.5 Global constraint 
See the 2D grid in Figure 10. If the singer sings all syllables in one lyric line with 
the same note length, we will see a diagonal alignment path across the 2D grid. In 
practice, actual singing will result in alignment paths in the vicinity of the diagonal 
alignment. It is unlikely that a singing sustains the beginning or the ending portion of 
the lyric line that the resulting alignment path is so far from the diagonal. Thus, we 
can define lower and upper boundaries beyond which we consider an alignment is 
always incorrect. 








4. Local Constraint 
4.1 Background 
Music theory defines a set of possible note durations (see Table 2 in section 3.4.1). 
In addition, it is possible to achieve other possible durations by adding one or two 
dots–e.g. . means 5/8 note (1/4 + 1/8) and .. means 7/16 note (1/4 + 1/8 + 1/16)–and 
by tying notes–e.g. B¥ means 9/16 note (1/2 + 1/16). Since adding two dots and note 
tying do not occur often, this means that certain note durations–such as  (1/4 note) 
and . (5/8 note)–are more likely to occur than others–such as .. (7/16 note) or B¥ 
(9/16 note). 
In general, since a song composer is free to pick note durations, different note 
durations occur different number of times in a song. We model this composition 
process as a random process of choosing note duration in which different note 
durations have different likelihood to be chosen. 
4.2 Implementation 
We can make use of the observation above to constrain Dynamic Time Warping 
(DTW) alignment between TimeUnits and syllable HMMs. We implement them as a 
set of 28 weights for the 28 possible durations considered. We refer to this weighting 
scheme as the local constraint as is commonly done in speech recognition works. 
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Figure 11. Dynamic time warping without bias (left) and with bias (right) 
The weights can be understood as how likely a note duration occurs. They bias 
DTW to favor note durations that are likely to occur, as illustrated in Figure 11, right 
diagram. Not using such a weight set is equivalent to using a set of uniform weights 
(see Figure 11, left diagram). Equations ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) show the modified formulation 
of DTW with weights. 
Base case: 
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w1/16 = 1/28 
w1/8 = 1/28 
w3/16 = 1/28 
w1/4 = 1/28 
w7/4 = 1/28 
…
 … 
w7/4 = 1/40 
w3/16 = 1/43 
w1/8 = 1/9 
w1/16 = 1/10 
w1/4 = 1/16 
No bias Biased 
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4.3 Derivation Methods 
Now we consider the problem of estimating the weight values. We propose two 
different estimation methods. The first method is motivated by music theory; while 
the second method is a data-driven approach. 
4.3.1 Music knowledge 
Since we can find a rough equivalent of local constraint weights in music theory, 
we first explore using it to estimate the weight values. We translate the set of rules 
from music theory into a simple rule-based implementation. Let: 
• v1 be the weight value for note only; 
• v2 be the weight value for note with dot; 
• v3 be the weight value for note with double dots; 
• v4 be the weight value for tied note. 
Table 4 summarizes how we set the 28 weight values. In this case, we model the 
melody in pop songs as a random process of choosing note durations from 28 
possibilities. All choices are independent from one another. 
We face the difficulty of estimating the probabilities v1, v2, v3, and v4. To do so, we 
need a collection of pop music scores. Note that we cannot use MIDI files because 
they represent note durations in seconds, not in musical notation. Hence, we carry out 







Table 4. Setting weight values according to music theory 
Index Note possibilities Value 
1 2 v1 
2 1 or 2B2 v1 + v4 
3 1. or 1B2 v2 + v4 
4 ) or 1B1 v1 + v4 
5 )B2 v4 
6 ). or )B1 v2 + v4 
7 ).. v3 
8 ( or )B) v1 + v4 
9 (B2 v4 
10 (B1 v4 
11 - 0 
12 (. or (B) v2 + v4 
13 - 0 
14 (.. v3 
 
Index Note possibilities Value 
15 - 0 
16 & or (B( v1 + v4 
17 &B2 v4 
18 &B1 v4 
19 - 0 
20 &B) v4 
21 - 0 
22 - 0 
23 - 0 
24 &. or &B( v2 + v4 
25 - 0 
26 - 0 
27 - 0 
28 &.. v3 
 
 
The drawback of this method is the looseness of music rules. The rules do reduce 
the number of possible note durations; unfortunately the search space after this 
reduction is still very large. This looseness makes sense for creative process; it allows 
a wide variety of new melodies even after so many songs have been composed. 
Table 5 compares the average error rate of alignment using rule-based weights 
(with optimized weight values) against baseline alignment using 20 songs. The 
optimized parameter values are v1 = 0.4, v2 = 0.15, v3 = 0.15, and v4 = 0.3. We can see 
that rule-based weights do not improve from the baseline alignment. 
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Table 5. Average error rate of baseline alignment and weighted alignment 
using rule-based weights 
Average error rate (%) Description 
T = 1/4 T = 1/8 T = 1/16 
Baseline 17.1 28.4 40.7 
Rule-based weights 16.9 27.6 40.6 
4.3.2 Histogram-based 
We compute histogram of note duration from annotated data. Then, we normalize 
the histogram and use it as a weight set. 
The advantage of histogram-based method is that the values we obtain are based on 
real-world data. On the other hand, there are disadvantages related with annotation 
process. Our annotation data consist of only the start time of lyric words. This 
requires us to make 2 assumptions in computing the syllable-level histogram: 
1. The pause between two consecutive words in the same lyric line is 
negligible; 
2. Syllable durations can be interpolated by uniformly dividing the duration of 
a word among its constituent syllables. 
We cannot observe the effect of the first assumption without additional annotation. 
We, however, conducted an experiment to observe the effect of the second 
assumption. The experiment goes as follows. 
As the first condition, we estimate note duration histogram by using only words 
with one syllable. This avoids interpolating syllable duration. Then, we compute a 
weight set from the resulting histogram and use the weight to align unseen test cases. 
As a second condition, we estimate another histogram using all lyric words, 
regardless how many syllables they have. The remaining steps are identical to the first 
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condition. Comparing the average error rate resulting from the two conditions should 
reveal the effect of uniform interpolation.11 
Table 6 summarizes the experiment result. We can see that the effect of 
interpolating syllable duration is negligible. Note that the condition that avoids 
interpolation–the first condition–uses less number of words than the second 
condition–the one with interpolation. On average, monosyllabic words make up for 
around 84% of all lyric words. 
Table 6. Average error rate12 with and without uniform division to interpolate 
syllable durations from word durations 
Average error rate (%) Description 
T = 1/4 T = 1/8 T = 1/16 
Avoid interpolation 15.5 26.1 40.6 
With interpolation 15.5 26.2 40.7 
Even though we cannot observe the effect of the first assumption, we argue that the 
extents of inaccuracies caused by the two assumptions are comparable. Note that we 
did not use scale factor (described below) in the experiments tabulated in Table 6. 
The formulation for Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) presented in section 3.4.3 is 
in probability space. We can write the equivalent formulation in log-probability 
domain: 
Base case: 
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11 We formally define error rate in section 7.1. 
12 We formally define error rate in section 7.1. 
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Recursion: 
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In log-probability domain, we can see that the accumulated score is a linear 
combination of log probability computed using Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and 
log probability that models the likelihood of note durations. We can control how 
much note duration model contributes in the accumulated score by introducing a scale 
factor S and multiplying the log probability from note duration model by S. This is 
equivalent to applying a power of S to weight w in probability space. 
Table 7. Average error rate13 of baseline alignment and weighted alignment 
using histogram-based weights 
Average error rate (%) Description 
T = 1/4 T = 1/8 T = 1/16 
Baseline 17.1 28.4 40.7 
Histogram weights 15.6 24.9 36.9 
Table 7 compares the average error rate13 of alignment using histogram-based 
weights (with scale factor) against baseline alignment using 20 songs. We can see that 
histogram-based weights improve alignment error rate from the baseline. 
                                                 
13 We formally define error rate in section 7.1. 
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4.3.3 Combining music knowledge and histogram-based 
Next, we combine the 2 methods of weight derivation. The combination is done by 
computing the weighted average of the two weight sets. Let w1 be the set of 28 
weights derived using the rules in Table 4 and w2 be the weight set derived using 
histogram-based method. Then, the combined weight set wcombined is calculated as: 
( 5 ) 1 2(1 )combinedw w wµ µ= − +  
where µ controls how much the histogram-based method contributes in the 
combination. 
We compute the value for µ via a grid search to search for a value that minimizes 
alignment error rate14. The result reveals that the optimal value is µ = 1; that is, pure 
histogram-based derivation is the best combination. Table 8 tabulates the result and 
Figure 12 visualizes the relationship between µ and average alignment error rate. 
Note that the error rates are the results of closed-test experiment during 
optimization process. This is why the average error rate for pure histogram-based 
weighting (µ = 1), 35.1%, is slightly lower than that obtained from open test (see 
Table 7), 36.9%. 
Table 8. Average word-level alignment error rate14 for 10 songs in Validation 
dataset 
µ 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 
Alignment error % 
(at T = 1/16) 
40.6 39.4 37.9 36.8 35.8 35.5 35.1 
                                                 
14 We formally define alignment error rate in section 7.1. 
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Figure 12.  Average word-level alignment error rate15 for 10 songs in 
Validation dataset 
As this result suggests that the rule-based weighting is harmful to alignment 
computation, we do not pursue it further. In the next section, we describe how we 
attempted to refine histogram-based weighting to fit pop song characteristics better. 
4.4 Discussions 
Thus far, we have seen that estimating local constraint weights using histogram 
annotated syllable duration improves alignment performance. There are two 
components in this model: (1) note duration histogram and (2) scale factor S. 
This model is relatively crude because it assumes all pop songs has the same 
characteristics. We note that different song sections have different charateristics. For 
example, chorus sections are usually catchy while verse sections are usually more 
“bland.” We refine the local constraint model using piece-wise modeling: we define 
                                                 
15 We formally define alignment error rate in section 7.1. 




one model for each section type. For simplicity, we define 3 song section types: Verse, 
Chorus, and Others. “Others” type includes Intro, Bridge, and Outro. 
Since there are two components in the model, there are 4 possible model 
combinations: 
1. One histogram & one scale factor; 
2. One histogram & three scale factors; 
3. Three histograms & one scale factor; 
4. Three histograms & three scale factors. 
The experiment described in section 4.3.2 covers the first combination. In this 
section, we report experiments for the other 3 possibilities. We expect that comparing 
the second and the third combinations will reveal the relative importance of histogram 
and scale factor in alignment accuracy; while the fourth combination will reveal the 
best accuracy we can achieve. 
It is worth mentioning that when we compute three histograms (the third and fourth 
combinations), we met data sparseness problem. Figure 13 illustrates this problem. 
The reason is because there are not enough lines that belongs to a certain section type 
to allow us obtain a reasonable estimate of note duration histogram. This is true 
especially for Others section type. 
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Figure 13. Log-histogram plot showing data sparseness problem. The values 
less than -10 are histogram bins that do not have sample occurences in 
Validation dataset 
To get around this problem, we also compute the composite note duration 
histogram for all section types. When the note duration histogram for a particular 
section type has bins that lack data, we use the count from the composite histogram as 
the estimate. Figure 14 shows the same 3 histograms shown in Figure 13 after this fix. 
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Figure 14. Log-histogram after fixing 
This fix can be justified as follows. Separating the note duration histogram 
according to section type can be seen as refining the note duration model from a one-
size-fit-all model to a piece-wise model. Thus, we can employ the one-size-fit-all 
model we begin with as the base to fall back to when the piece-wise model cannot be 
estimated. 
Table 9 shows average alignment error rate16 for 10 songs in Testing dataset. These 





                                                 
16 We formally alignment define error rate in section 7.1. 
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Table 9. Average alignment error rate17 for Testing dataset 
Average error rate (%) Description 
T = 1/4 T = 1/8 T = 1/16 
Baseline 17.1 28.4 40.7 
1 hist, 1 scale factor 15.6 24.9 36.9 
1 hist, 3 scale factors 16.6 26.1 37.9 
3 hists, 1 scale factor 16.9 26.2 37.9 
3 hists, 3 scale factors 16.6 26.1 37.9 
 
                                                 
17 We formally alignment define error rate in section 7.1. 
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5. Global Constraint 
5.1 Background 
The speed of human articulation is physically limited by our speech apparatus. In 
other words, there are fundamentally impossible alignments that we do not need to 
consider when computing Dynamic Time Warping. Figure 15 shows two examples of 
such paths. Even if these 2 examples are physically possible to sing, they are not 
likely to occur in pop songs. 
 
Figure 15. Two examples of unlikely alignment on DTW search grid, 
alignment1 and alignment2. For reference, approximation of the actual alignment 
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Ideally, we can draw a boundary that defines a region in which alignments are 
possible. We can safely ignore alignments outside this boundary. 
Global constraint does prevent DTW from returning such paths as shown in Figure 
15 that are very likely to be invalid alignments; but global constraint does not affect 
how DTW proceeds within the boundary. Thus, the main effect of global constraint is 
reducing the size of search space rather than improving the quality of resulting 
alignments. 
5.2 Computation Method 
5.2.1 Data-driven method 
This method uses annotation data to compute mean and variance displacement 
from diagonal alignment. First, we interpolate syllable-level timestamps from word-
level timestamps using the same two assumptions we made to compute syllable 
duration histogram: 
1. The pause between two consecutive words in the same lyric line is negligible; 
2. Syllable durations can be interpolated by uniformly dividing the duration of a 
word among its constituent syllables. 
For each annotated lyric line, we can plot an alignment path on a 2D grid, as the 
dashed line shows on Figure 15. The X-axis represents syllable index, while the Y-
axis represents time (converted to TimeUnit index). 
In order to make alignment paths made of different number of syllables as well as 
different durations, we normalize both axes to the range [0, 1]. We can thus plot 
multiple lines as shown on Figure 16. For each timestamp in the plot, we calculate its 
displacement from the diagonal path. We define displacement as a vector; that is, 
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displacement consists of magnitude (the absolute distance between the diagonal line 
and the timestamp) and direction (upper or lower relative to the diagonal path). 
 
Figure 16. Plot of alignment paths from annotation of the song Super Trouper, 
Chorus sections 
We divide the 2D grid into three non-overlapping windows along the diagonal 
path—beginning, middle, and end—to pool the timestamps. We then calculate mean 
displacement µd and variance σd for each window. Finally, we define the upper and 
lower boundaries of the global constraint as: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )upper d db i d i i iµ ασ= + +  ( 6 ) 
and 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )lower d db i d i i iµ ασ= + −  ( 7 ) 
where 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 is the window index; bupper(i) and blower(i) are respectively the 
coordinate of upper boundary and lower boundary points; d(i) is the coordinate of the 






















Normalized alignment paths and global constraint boundaries [Chorus]
















middle point on the diagonal path for window i; and α is a constant. In order to decide 
the value for α, we conducted grid search. The goal is to minimize the sum of: 
• number of misaligned words and 
• number of timestamps from annotation that fall outside the upper and lower 
boundaries. 
Figure 17 shows multiple boundaries computed using the same data with different 
values for α. From inner to outer, α = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. The green dotted lines are the 
upper boundaries; while the red ones are the lower boundaries.  
 
Figure 17. Upper and lower boundaries computed using α = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7} 
The drawback of computing global constraint using this method is the tendency for 
both ends of the envelopes to be too tight. We can alleviate this by using large alpha 
values, but this also means less reduction of search space. 
The reason for this drawback is our definition of windowing and displacement to 
be diagonal path-centric. That is, we define the windowing along the diagonal path 






















Normalized alignment paths and global constraint boundaries [Chorus]
















and the displacement as point-to-line distance between the diagonal line and a 
timestamp. It may be more resonable to define these to be X-axis-centric. The 
windowing is done along the X-axis and the displacement is defined as the length and 
direction of the vertical line drawn between a timestamp and the diagonal path. 
5.2.2 Itakura’s constraint 
In speech recognition community, there are a few variety of global constraint 
proposed. We are particularly interested in the variant proposed by Itakura 
[Silverman1990]. In this variant, the global constraint is derived partially based on 
local constraint. 
In chapter 4, we define the local constraint such that the shortest duration allowed 
for a syllabe is 1/16 note long (1 TimeUnit) and the longest is 1.75 bars long (28 
TimeUnits). We can thus draw the region in which alignments are allowed as a 
parallelogram whose sides have the slopes 1 and 28. These sides act as the global 
constraint boundaries. 
Note that there is no parameter to optimize with Itakura’s constraint. The boundary 
depends only on the definition of local constraint. 
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Figure 18. Parallelogram search space that results from Itakura’s global 
constraint. The blue line is an example of allowed alignments 
5.2.3 Combination 
From experiments, we observe that it is more common for alignments to be 
“under” the diagonal alignment–that is, relatively fast beginning with the end 
sustained longer. The drawback of data-driven envelopes is evident especially near 
the end of a lyric line. Thus, we propose using Itakura’s global constraint as the lower 
envelope of global constraint. Figure 19 illustrates the combined boundaries. 
























































Figure 19. Combining data-driven upper boundary and Itakura’s lower 
boundary 
Table 10 shows experiments results of the three methods to compute global 
constraint boundaries. For data-driven method, we first optimize values for α using 10 
songs in Validation dataset. We compute alignment for 10 songs in Testing dataset. 
Table 10. Experiment results for global constraint 
Average error rate18 (%) Description 
T = 1/4 T = 1/8 T = 1/16 
Baseline 17.1 28.4 40.7 
Data-driven boundaries 16.1 27.1 41.6 
Itakura’s boundaries 16.4 27.0 41.6 
Combined boundaries 16.0 26.9 41.5 
                                                 
18 We formally define error rate in section 7.1. 























































The results confirm that global constraint does help in improving alignment 
performance; it helps in speeding up alignment computation by reducing the search 
space. Itakura’s boundaries on their own perform worse than data-driven boundaries 
because Itakura’s boundaries are more loose, especially on the region above the 
diagonal line of the 2D alignment grid. The combination of data-driven upper 
boundary and Itakura’s lower boundary combines the advantages of each method: 
tighter upper boundary and a lower boundary that allows sustained syllables near the 
end of a line. 
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6. Additional Components 
This chapter briefly discusses two additional components that are natural to add to 
our system but are not explored in depth in this thesis because of time constraint. We 
begin by addressing issues related to the first component, acoustic model training and 
adaptation. The other component is pre-processing of input signal in order to enhance 
singing voice or, equivalently, to suppress music accompaniment. 
6.1 Model Training and Adaptation 
Currently there is no large dataset of singing voice available. Therefore, rather than 
building acoustic models directly from singing voice data, we take a two-step model 
building. In the first step, we train acoustic model using clean speech data. We then 
adapt the resulting speech models with pop songs to obtain a second set of acoustic 
models. Past works [Chen2006. Chi2006, Fujihara2006] suggest that this two-step 
model building results in acoustic model that captures the characteristics of singing 
voice better than speech models. 
More specifically, in the first model building step, we use the Wall Street Journal 
read speech dataset 1 and 2 to build our speech hidden Markov models (HMMs). We 
describe out HMM set as follows: 
• Model-level 
o The topology of each model is three-state, left-to-right. 
o Each HMM models an English triphone. A triphone is a phoneme with 
either a left context, a right context, or both. We use a set of 39 phonemes 
as defined by the CMU Pronouncing Dictionary [Weide1995]. 
o The total number of models is 16128. This is significantly less than the 
total number of all possible triphones (393 + 392 = 60840). The reason is 
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because our training data do not cover all possible triphones; only 16128 
triphones are present in the training data. 
o Modeling context-dependent triphones requires additional significantly 
more data to estimate the transition probabilities. Because our training 
data is limited, some rarely-occuring triphones may have only small 
amount of data available to estimate transition probability. This in turn 
may cause unreliable estimates. To prevent this, among the 16128 models, 
there are 5900 pairs of models that share a transition probability matrix. 
For example, if we tie the models L-AE+CH and L-AE+SH, we make the 
assumption that transitions AE-CH and AE-SH are similar enough to 
share the same transition probability. This way we can pool more data to 
have more reliable estimate for the two transitions. 
• State-level 
o Each state models MFCC distribution using 32 Gaussian mixtures. 
o In total, there are 1465 states distributed to all triphone models. Again, 
this is significantly less than the expected total number of states (16128 
models, each with 3 states result in a total of  48384 states). This is 
because we cluster similar states and tie them (force them to share the 
same set of Gaussian mistures). The reason for this state tying is, again, 
limited training data. 
In addition to these triphone models, we also build silence and short pause hidden 
Markov models. Silence HMM consists of three states like triphone models; while 
short pause HMM consists of only one state that is tied to the middle state of silence 
HMM. Figure 20 shows their topology. 
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Figure 20. Topology of silence (sil) and short pause (sp) hidden Markov 
models 
Our experiment results show that model adaptation helps to improve alignment 
performance, as can be seen in Table 11. This is in agreement with existing works 
mentioned above. 
Table 11. Effect of model adaptation using pop song data 
Average error rate (%) Description 
T = 1/4 T = 1/8 T = 1/16 
1. Without adaptation 29.0 40.1 49.0 
2. With adaptation 17.1 28.4 40.7 
 
6.2 Pre-processing Input Signal 
The greatest difficulty in synchronizing lyric text to pop singing is the presence of 
strong background music. It is widely known from speech processing community that 
background noise is a major weakness in speech recognition systems based on hidden 
Markov model. 
There are many works on alleviating the effect of background noise with the 
assumption that the noise is not correlated to the speech. This assumption is not valid 
for pop singing. Music accompaniment is written to sound good with the singing 
vocal, making them highly correlated. 
Accepting this, a number of works in music processing attempts less ambitious 






content. We refer to this as “pre-processing the input signal.” Chi et al use stereo cues 
to enhance singing voice  with the assumption that the vocal is panned around center 
in a stereo recodring [ Chi2006]. Fujihara et al extract the main melody content in a 
mono recording in two steps. First, they detect the main melody using Goto’s pitch 
tracking algorithm. Then, they keep spectral energies that form the harmonic structure 
of the detected pitch [Fujihara2006]. Both works claim that their pre-processing 
methods improves alignment performance. However, they do not provide 
implementation details of their pre-processing. 
For this thesis, we try three published methods as our pre-processing 
[Avendano2003, Barry2004, Vinyes2006]. All three methods use a form of stereo cue 
to approximately isolate some part of the recording. Assuming that singing voice is 
mixed at the center, we can employ these methods enhance singing voice. Our 
experiment results, however, suggest that applying such pre-processing method on the 
input signal before alignment does not improve alignment performance. This is 
despite our effort to search the parameter space of each method to find the optimal 
parameter setting. For illustration, we present experiment results using the pre-
processing method proposed by Vinyes et al [Vinyes2006] in Table 12. Mixing 
coefficient and energy threshold are the two parameters to optimize in this method. 
The table shows that even with the optimal parameters (mixing coefficient = 0.7 and 
energy threshold = 0.9), we achieve alignment error rate of 56.4%, similar to that if 






Table 12. Effect of pre-processing input signal on word-level alignment error 
rate (%) 
Mixing coefficient Baseline: 56.5 
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
0.5 60.2 58.6 59.2 - - - 
0.6 59.2 58.5 58.3 - - - 
0.7 59.1 58.5 56.7 56.9 57.6 57.0 
0.8 59.6 58.5 58.0 57.0 57.8 57.5 








1.0 - 58.6 57.8 57.0 56.8 - 
 
Possible reasons for this disagreement with past works are: 
• We inherently assume that there is one optimal set of parameter values for a 
pre-processing methods that work well on all pop songs. This assumption is 
likely to be invalid because there is no standard practice in mixing pop 
songs. Mixing is usually done manually in a trial-and-error manner. 
• It is inevitable that pre-processing methods introduce distortion when they 
approximate the spectral content of singing voice. If the distortion 
introduced causes a change in cepstral energy distribution that cannot be 
handled by Gaussian mixture, the alignment performance will degrade. 
• It is possible that we do not implement these methods properly. Even 
though the papers provide considerable details of the algorithms, it is 
possible that there are programming tricks not captured in them. 
Such pre-processing methods are usually evaluated subjectively. It will be 
more rewarding if there is a research devoted to objectively compare these 
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methods using a standard dataset. Still, these difficulties reveal a number of 
possible directions for future work in pre-processing methods: 
o Designing a “vocality” measure that can reliably tell us how vocal-like 
a signal is. This will help us to approximate the optimal set of 
parameter values for individual pop songs. 
o If a dataset has both pure singing voice recording before stereo mixing 
and music recording after stereo mixing, we can observe how effective 




In this chapter, we explain how we conduct the experiments, summarize 
experiment results, and discuss what the results mean. 
7.1 Experiment Description 
In order to evaluate our proposed framework and how it compares to a baseline, we 
first need to define what we mean by a correct alignment. Consider the illustration in 
Figure 21. We accept a computed timestamp ti as correct if it falls within the region T 
around the corresponding manual timestamp tman (the shaded region).  
 
Figure 21. Tolerance level T 
More formally, we write this definition as follows: 
( 8 ) 








To compensate for song tempo in our evaluation, we define the width of region T 
in terms of the bar length of input song. This is in accordance with one of the 
recommendations made by Wang et al [Wang2004]. 
Next, we define the alignment error rate for a song. A song consists of multiple 
lyric lines; each line consists of multiple timestamps. Let Nt be the total number of 
timestamps in a song and there are W timestamps that are computed incorrectly. The 
alignment error rate err for the song is computed as 





time tman t2 t1 
T
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We use a dataset that contains 20 songs in our experiments. The average alignment 
error rate for a dataset is computed using the same definition as that for a song; only 
this time we accumulate the total number of timestamps and number of incorrectly 
aligned timestamps for 20 songs in the dataset. 
Note that even though our method is capable of computing alignment at syllable 
level, we evaluate it using word-level alignment error rate19. The reason is availability 
of manual annotation. At the time we collected annotation for the songs in our dataset, 
we have not devised a practical way to produce syllable-level annotation. Kurth et al 
described a system to do this in [Kurth2005]. This will be a future effort. 
As the baseline alignment method, we choose the alignment computed using 
Viterbi algorithm. This baseline represents what we can achieve using speech 
recognition systems without modification. We judge this is a reasonable baseline. 
For experiment, we have 40 songs in total. All songs belong to pop genre and come 
from different decades. We divide them into 3 mutually exclusive datasets: 
• Adaptation dataset consists of 20 songs and is used to adapt the speech 
acoustic models; 
• Validation dataset consists of 10 songs and is used to optimize model 
parameters such as the 28 local constraint weights and values of α for 
global constraint; 
• Testing dataset consists of 10 songs and is used to evaluate the proposed 
methods using model parameters we obtain from optimization. 
The 20 songs we used in evaluation are from Testing and Validation datasets. First, 
we use Validation dataset to optimize model parameters and apply these parameters to 
                                                 
19 In this thesis, we use the term “error” to refer to “word-level alignment error” for conciseness. 
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align Testing dataset. To maximize utility of both datasets, we then use Testing 
dataset to obtain a second set of optimal parameters and use them to align Validation 
dataset. 
We conduct optimizations for model parameters as follows. In the case of 
parameters with values bounded to the interval [0, 1] such as α values for global 
constraint, we try the whole possible range with an initial step value of 0.1 starting 
from 0 to 1. That is, we first try the values 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0. For each value, we 
compute alignments for 10 songs in Validation dataset and evaluate them. We then 
determine the value v1 that results in minimum alignment error rate. In the next 
iteration, we try the values in the interval (max(0, v1-0.1), min(1, v1+0.1)) with step 
value of 0.01. For each value, we compute alignment error rate and obtain the value v2 
that minimizes alignment error rate further. We stop when alignment error rate no 
longer changes. Usually this takes 2 iterations. 
In the case of parameters with unbounded values such as the scale factor for local 
constraint, we start with the value range [0, 100] and step value 10. We see if the 
trend of error rate is decreasing at both ends of the range. If it is, then we proceed 
further to either the interval [-100, -10] or [110, 200], still with step value 10. We 
proceed in this fashion until the trend of alignment error rate is increasing at both ends 
of the range we have considered. In practice, however, we never have to go further 
than the interval [0, 100]. We can then determine the value v1 that minimizes 
alignment error rate for the first iteration. 
In the second iteration, we consider the interval (v1-10, v1+10) with step size 1 and 
find the value v2 that minimized alignment error rate. We continue until the minimum 
alignment error rate for the current iteration does not change from that for the 
previous iteration. 
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7.2 Experiment Results 
Next, we summarize all result experiments in this thesis. Table 13 shows this 
summary. All numbers are error rates of alignment at word level, averaged for 20 
songs in Testing and Validation datasets. 
“Speech model” row is the result of using acoustic model of speech without 
adaptation to music data. Alignment is done using Viterbi algorithm. “Baseline” row 
is the result of using acoustic model after adaptation to music data. Alignment is 
computed using Viterbi algorithm. Comparing row 1 and row 2 illustrate the effect of 
model adaptation to music data. This step gives us the largest improvement in error 
rate. 
Table 13. Summary of experiment results 
Average error rate (%) Description 
T = 1/4 T = 1/8 T = 1/16 
3. Speech model 29.0 40.1 48.9 
4. Baseline 16.3 27.9 39.4 
5. Discretize time 15.7 26.8 41.5 
6. Local constraint (1 
histogram & 1 scale factor) 
15.6 24.9 36.9 
7. Global constraint (combined 
boundaries) 
15.4 26.7 41.3 
8. Local & global constraints 15.4 24.6 36.3 
Row 3 “Discretize time” is obtained using the acoustic model used for row 2, only 
the alignment computation is done using our framework without local and global 
constraints. Comparing row 2 and row 3 illustrates the effect of discretizing time; that 
is, only allowing transition between syllables at integer multiples of 1/16 note 
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duration. Discretizing time introduces more errors at tolerance T = 1/16. We will see 
why this occurs in section 7.3. 
Row 4 and row 5 are the results of using our proposed local constraint and global 
constraint, respectively. Local constraint helps in improving alignment quality; while 
global constraint achieves effectively identical performance as time discretization. 
Using global constriant is useful only in speeding up alignment computation. The 
combined effect of applying local and global constraints is given on row 6. Consistent 
to the , using the combination of local and global contraints results in a similar 
alignment error rate as using only local constraint. Compared to the baseline, our 
proposed framework can provide 3.1% alignment error reduction at tolerance level T 
= 1/16 bar length. 
7.3 Analysis 
Thus far, we only present average alignment error rate to compare the performance 
of different components in our system. Such measure, however, is not useful in 
identifying the source of errors. In this section, we present some error analysis and 
suggest what can be done further to improve alignment quality. We no longer use the 
definition of correct/incorrect alignment; instead we use the absolute difference 
between a computed timestamp and its corresponding annotation in units of musical 
bars. 
First, it is instructive to plot histogram of alignment error magnitude to understand 
the distribution of error magnitude. Figure 22 shows histograms of error magnitude 
for the various experiments. Note that the X-axis is in logarithmic scale. We can see 
that the histograms do resemble the ideal normal distribution. Note that we are 
interested in misalignment magnitudes of 1/32 bar or greater (x ≥ -5 on the figure). 
Misalignments smaller than 1/32 bar are included only to show the distribution shape. 
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Figure 22. Histogram of error magnitude 
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Note that the error rate we saw in Table 13 is proportional to the area under curve 
in Figure 22. For example, error rate at T = 1/16 is the total number of errors at 
magnitudes greater than 1/32 bar (area under curve for x ≥ -5). 
Consider Figure 22 (a). Comparing the histograms for “speech model” and 
“baseline,” we can see that adapting HMM to pop music effectively reduces the 
number of errors with magnitude of 1 to 1/8 bars (-3 ≤ x ≤ 0 on the figure); but 
increases errors of magnitude 1/32 bar (x = -5). Compared to the baseline, discretizing 
time achieves similar number of errors at magnitudes 1/16 to 1 bar (-4 ≤ x ≤ 0); and 
introduces more errors with magnitude of 1/32 bar (x = -5). 
Consider Figure 22 (b). First of all, notice that the histogram for “global 
constraint” is effectively identical to that for “discretize time” in Figure 22 (a). Next, 
comparing the histogram for “local constraint” and “baseline”, we can see reduction 
of errors with magnitude of 1/16 bar (x = -4); and a slight increase of errors with 
magnitude of 1/32 bars (x = -5). We observed earlier in section 7.2 that local 
constraint has a higher error rate than the baseline at tolerance T = 1/16 bar. This 
means that for x ≥ -5, the area under “baseline” curve is greater than the area under 
“local constraint” curve. Note that applying local constraint shifts the peak of 
histogram curve toward the left side of the plot from x = -6 (error magnitude of 1/64 
bar) to x = -8 (1/256 bar). 
Finally, we see that the histogram for “local + global” is effectively identical to 
that for “local constraint”. So far, observations from histograms agree with what we 
can observe from experiment error rates we saw earlier in section 7.2. 
Next, let us compare the different methods quantitatively. We use mean and 
variance to see how well each method performs; they are given in Table 14. We can 
verify that our proposed methods do reduce average error magnitude and variance. 
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Table 14. Average alignment error magnitude and standard deviation 
Description mean (bars) var 
1. Speech model 0.1538 0.0819 
2. Baseline 0.0803 0.0303 
3. Discretize time 0.0727 0.0221 
4. Local constraint 0.0762 0.0282 
5. Global constraint 0.0716 0.0216 
6. Local & global constraints 0.0751 0.0270 
Finally, let us consider how errors are distributed among the 20 songs we use for 
evaluation. This is useful to see what songs cause our method to fail. Figure 23 plots 
error rate (in %) against song ID. Consider Figure 23 (a). Comparing error rates for 
“speech model” and “baseline,” we see significant error rate decrease from adapting 
speech HMMs with music data. Comparing the graphs for “discretize time” and 
“baseline,” we see that discretizing time increases error rate for most songs. As we 
saw in Table 13, the net effect is slight increase in overall average error rate. Note that 
this effect is not uniform to all songs; this means that how well our method performs 
is dependent on the characteristics of the input music. 
Next, consider Figure 23 (b). Again, we can verify that these plots agree with what 
we observe earlier from Table 13: 
• using local constraint in general reduces error rate when compared with the 
baseline; 
• using global constraint results in similar error rates as discretizing time and  
thus worse error rate than the baseline; 
• combining local and global constraints results in similar error rates as those 
resulting from using local constraint. 
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Figure 23. Statistics of alignment error magnitude for individual songs 
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We also see that how well our method performs is dependent on the characteristics 
of the input song. We will now consider songs in which our method works worse and 
better from the baseline; and offer some reasoning why our method works or does not 
work well in these cases. 
Our method (combining local and global constraints) performs worse than the 
baseline for the following songs: 
• 9 One Love by Blue, 2002; 
• 48 I Never Loved You Anyway by The Corrs, 1998; 
• 0 YMCA by Village People, 1978; 
• 7 When You Say Nothing At All by Ronan Keating, 2000; 
• 36 Save Tonight by Eagle-Eye Cherry, 1998; 
• 42 Miles to Go (Before I Sleep) by Celine Dion, 1997; 
• 60 Ten Thousand Promises by Backstreet Boys, 1997. 
On the other hand, our method performs better than the baseline for the songs: 
• 10 Twenty Five Minutes by Michael Learns To Rock, 1993; 
• 15 Sleeping Child by Michael Learns To Rock, 1993; 
• 37 I Want It That Way by Backstreet Boys, 1999; 
• 40 Rush Rush by Paula Abdul, 1991; 
• 41 Picture of You by Boyzone, 1997; 
• 56 I Believe I Can Fly by R Kelly, 1996; 
• 57 Unbreak My Heart by Tony Braxton, 1996; 
• 17 That’s Why (You Go Away) by Michael Learns To Rock, 1995; 
• 58 To You I Belong by B*Witched, 1998; 
• 59 Can’t Fight the Moonlight by Leann Rimes, 2000; 
• 62 As Long As You Love Me by Backstreet Boys, 1997. 
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We suggest the following song characteristics may affect the performance of our 
method: 
• Simultaneous singing. This happens when the background vocal 
significantly overlaps with the main vocal. Even though in out problem 
definition we assume that this never happens, we did not explicitly filter 
input signals to satisfy this assumption. 
• Noisy music. We deem the background music to be noisy when it 
significantly drown the main vocal. This factor may affect partial alignment 
that employs HMM. 
• Non-straightforward singing rhythm. We deem non-straightforward rhythm 
to occur when a listener is caught off-guard by the rhythm. This factor may 
render time discretization and local constraint ineffective. 
• Unclear pronunciation in parts of the song. This factor may affect partial 
alignment that employs HMM. 
We realize the lack of automatic methods to make the binary decisions for these 
characteristics. Hence, we performed subjective listening and made human decisions. 
We then tabulate these characteristics in Table 15 to see if they correlate with how 
well out method performs. 
Except for non-straightforward rhythm, there is no clear correlation between the 
four song characteristics and how well our method performs. We see that songs 40, 58, 
and 62 have none of these characteristics; hence it may explain why our method 
works well for these songs. However, when one of the factors simultaneous singing, 
noisy music, or unclear pronunciation occurs in a particular song, we cannot tell if our 
method will work well for that song. 
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Table 15. Tabulating song characteristics 





















































9 Yes    
48 Yes Yes Yes  
0 Yes Yes  Yes 
7 Yes    
36 Yes Yes Yes Yes 










60 Yes   Yes 
10 Yes Yes   
15 Yes    
37 Yes    
40     
41 Yes Yes  Yes 
56 Yes   Yes 
57    Yes 
17 Yes Yes   
58     











62     
 
We attempt to offer another partial explanation by considering artist/music style 
overlap between Validation and Testing datasets that we use for evaluation. In 
Validation dataset, there is 1 song by Michael Learns to Rock and 2 songs by 
Backstreet Boys. In Testing dataset, there are 2 songs bby Michael Learns To Rock 
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and 1 song by Backstreet Boys. These two bands can be considered to be similar in 
music style. We can suggest that because their songs are included in both datasets, our 
optimization step captures their characteristics better and hence our method is more 
likely to work well on their songs. The exceptional case, song 60 “Ten Thousand 
Promises” by Backstreet Boys for which our method works worse than the baseline, 
has a different style than other songs by the group. Other examples that support this 
observation are songs 41 “Picture of You” by Boyzone, song 58 ”To You I Belong” 
by B*Witched, and song 59 “Can’t Fight the Moonlight” by Leann Rimes. These 
songs can be considered to be similar to the music style of Michael Learns to Rock 
and Backstreet Boys. 
For this to be constructive, we have to define what we mean by “style.” Here lies 
another difficulty because we usually define it subjectively. For example, we will also 
think that song 48 “I Never Loved you Anyway” by The Corrs also follows a similar 
style as the songs we mention above; but our method does not work well for it. 
We can only conclude that if we have a song by an artist to optimize our model 
parameters, our method is more likely to align it well. Another way to see this is that 
our method does not seem to generalize well to unseen songs. 
7.4 Discussion 
We conclude this chapter with a brief dicussion of some findings during 
experiment but we have not pursued further due to time constraint. 
Near to the end of this work, we write a prototype application to see how the 
alignments computed in this work look like. First impression from using the 
application is that small alignment errors do not seem to matter perceptually. In 
addition, human seems to be able to adjust to many subsequent errors if these errors 
show a consistent gap from their corresponding “correct” timestamps. We have not 
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conducted any subjective evaluation in this work, but we realize that our definition of 
alignment error rate is not the best indicator of percepted alignment quality. It will be 
ideal to develop a form of alignment quality measure that more accurately captures 
how we perceive an alignment error with regards to its surrounding timestamps. 
We also feel the need for an efficient measure of how similar a signal is to singing 
voice. This will serve as an alternative in parameter optimization for pre-processing 

















In this thesis, we propose a framework to refine alignment from line-level to 
syllable-level. We build on previous works on line-level alignment [Wang2004], 
extending it to a finer time granularity. 
We observe that the nature of the problem affects how appropriate different 
approaches are. In this work, we are concerned with music signal. This allows us to 
impose stronger constraints on the alignment problem than those applicable for 
general audio. On the other hand, music rhythm requires higher alignment accuracy 
than in the case of indexing long speech recordings. 
With respect to imposing stronger constraints, we propose a model of what music 
theory says about musical note duration. Firstly, discrete note durations are modeled 
by allowing syllable transitions only at discrete points and by using a set of local 
constraints to dynamic time warping (DTW). Secondly, it is not likely that a singer 
sustains one note much longer compared to other notes in one lyric line. We model 
this using global constraint to DTW. 
With respect to requirement for finer time granularity, this work refines alignment 
resolution from line-level to syllable level. Further, our proposed method aims to 
improve alignment quality when compared to what is achieveable using a standard 
method (the baseline). 
8.1 Contributions 
In this thesis, we propose a framework to synchronize music with the 
corresponding lyric text. We highlight the following specific contributions: 
• The framework is applicable to real-world pop music instead of pure 
singing voice; 
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• Synchronization achieved is at syllable-level; 
• We tested the validity of the framework using a dataset with reasonable 
size (number of songs) and variety (in terms of artist and year of release). 
We show that translating music knowledge into local constraint and global 
constraint for dynamic time warping search is capable of reducing alignment error 
rate by 3.8% at tolerance level T = 1/16.  
We show that adapting acoustic model for speech to music data improves 
alignment quality. This shows that even though there is no large database of singing 
voice available at the moment, we can still train acoustic data for singing voice in 2 
steps: training using clean speech data followed by model adaptation to music signal. 
Finally, contrary to past works, we find that enhancing singing voice in input 
signal does not improve alignment performance. 
8.2 Future Work 
We notice that lyric lines in pop songs are highly repetitive, especially among 
chorus sections and among verse sections. In one song, lyric words are usually 
repeated identically in different chorus sections and are sung almost identically. 
Similarly, even though verse sections usually have different lyric words, we can see 
identical rhythm in the sung words. We have not exploit such repetition in this work 
(we treat each lyric line as if they are independent from one another). 
The main difficulty in applying statistical acoustic modeling to music is the fact 
that music pieces are usually a mix of simultaneous signals (the problem of 
polyphony). How do we model such mixes? In this work, we see the background 
music as a form of noise. As we mentioned in section 6.2, we did not focus in pre-
processing input signal (suppressing background music or enhancing singing voice). 
This is one direction for future work. 
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Another modeling alternative is explicitly modeling both the singing voice and the 
background music as signals. Then, we use both models during alignment. Gales and 
Young showed that method is capable of improving speech recognition [Gales1996]. 
It will be a challenge to adapt such modeling to the domain of singing voice and 
music. 
With respect to signal content, this work concerns only with phonetic feature of the 
singing voice and ignores the pitch content (the MFCC feature we use is designed to 
be independent from pitch). Pitch, however, is an important factor in music. Another 
direction for future work is exploring different ways to model pitch and melody in a 
reliable manner. Such a model will provide an additional source of information we 
can use to improve alignment quality further. 
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Appendix: List of Songs 
Adaptation Dataset 
ID Title Artist Year 
2 Every Breath You Take The Police 1983 
3 I Just Called To Say I Love 
You 
Stevie Wonder 1984 
4 Lady in Red Chris DeBurgh 1986 
5 It Must Have Been Love Roxette 1986 
12 Complicated Heart MLTR 1993 
13 How Many Hours MLTR 1995 
14 Paint My Love MLTR 1996 
21 Hotel California Eagles 1976 
24 Nothing’s Gonna Change My 
Love for You 
Glen Medeiros 1989 
26 Words Boyzone 1986 
32 I Want To Know What Love Is Foreigner 1984 
33 (I Just) Died in Your Arms 
Tonight 
Cutting Crew 1986 
34 I Will Always Love You Whitney Houston 1992 
44 Viva Forever Spice Girls 1997 
46 Believe Cher 1998 
53 Kiss from a Rose Seal 1994 
54 Lemon Tree Fool’s Garden 1995 
61 All I Have to Give Backstreet Boys 1997 
67 I’ll Never Break Your Heart Backstreet Boys 1995 




ID Title Artist Year 
0 YMCA Vilage People 1978 
1 Super Trouper ABBA 1980 
7 When You Say Nothing At All Ronan Keating 2000 
17 That’s Why (You Go Away) MLTR 1995 
36 Save Tonight Eagle-Eye Cherry 1998 
42 Miles To Go (Before I Sleep) Celine Dion 1997 
58 To You I Belong B*Witched 1998 
59 Can’t Fight the Moonlight Leann Rimes 2000 
60 10,000 Promises Backstreet Boys 1997 
62 As Long As You Love Me Backstreet Boys 1997 
Testing Dataset 
ID Title Artist Year 
9 One Love Blue 2002 
10 25 Minutes MLTR 1993 
15 Sleeping Child MLTR 1993 
29 White Flag Dido 2003 
37 I Want It That Way Backstreet Boys 1999 
40 Rush Rush Paula Abdul 1991 
41 Picture of You Boyzone 1997 
48 I Never Loved You Anyway The Corrs 1998 
56 I Believe I Can Fly R Kelly 1996 
57 Unbreak My Heart Tony Braxton 1996 
 
